
Live Standard: This modality is entirely unique to Examity. It begins with Live Authentication, the proctor 
will follow a strict process of ID verification, including photo comparison, challenge questions, and a 
digital signature (measuring keystroke cadence) . Next, the proctor will confirm the exam rules with the 
student. To verify that no unauthorized materials are present and ensure a “clean” test environment, 
the proctor will request a 360°room pan and desk sweep. 
  
Once the exam begins, the proctor drops off the screen, and the session is recorded from start to finish. 
The exam is later reviewed in its entirety by a human proctor to ensure that no rules have been violated. 
Much different than just a software scan of the exam, Examity trained human proctors will review the 
full exam from beginning to end. Once reviewed by the proctor, our auditing team will also review the 
entire exam session recording and authentication before releasing the audio, video and analytics to the 
instructor dashboard. 
  
Live Premium: Beginning with Live Authentication, having a trained human proctor ID verify a student 
using the same methods as listed above in Live Standard. To verify that no unauthorized materials are 
present and ensure a “clean” test environment, the proctor will request a 360°room pan and desk 
sweep.  
  
Throughout the exam, the Examity proctor monitors the student’s surroundings and full desktop in real-
time. This is not a “pop in” experience, and Examity does not change proctors in the middle of an exam. 
The same proctor that greets the student at the beginning of the exam is the exact same proctor that 
monitors the entire exam, ensuring a seamless experience with minimal disruption.  
  
The most critical advantage with Live Premium is that Examity proctors may intervene in real-time if a 
violation is detected. In addition, proctors can pause the exam if the student goes offline, in order to 
protect the integrity of the exam. All of our proctors are IT-trained should troubleshooting be necessary. 
To ensure maximum quality of proctoring results, our human auditing team will review a recording of 
the exam session and authentication before releasing audio, video, and analytics to the dashboard. 
Instructors will have access to this full recording, which shows the webcam view as well as everything 
that happened on the student’s screen 
 


